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90th year, issue 7 
Presidential reprimand fails 
BY DAN COX 
Efiitor-in-Chief 
At Monday's SQA. Senate meet-
ing, the student senate voted down . 
the official reprimand against SGA 
President Andy Gibson seen in last 
. week'sNewswire. _ 
In order to become official, the 
resolution needed a two thirds ma-
jority vote, and. the final vote came 
down to eight senators fol,' the reso-
lution and seven senators against 
it. 
Ir-it was passed; the resolution 
would have stated that the Senate 
had lost confidence in Gibson, and 
that if he made any other mistakes, 
he would have been removed frorri 
Other people asked the Senate 
if they really thought they were 
serving the student.body, or if they 
really thought Gibson was a poor 
leader. 
''You're making a great divide 
between you and the executives 
with which no work will get done," 
SeniorJohn Webster said during the 
forum. "You're supposed to work 
together ... SGA is looking like a 
joke. This is being taken way too. 
far by.some hard feelings." 
Only one person at the forum 
spoke in favor of the resolution. . 
The debate by the senators dur-
ing the meeting had .senators on all 
sides of the issue. 
office. . . . : . . . . PHOTO TAKEN TARA DIXON "I've gcit ·nothing against any-
one sitting at this table personally," 
senator junior Paul Coloma said. 
"We're human, we make mistakes. 
. The resolution was drafted by Sophomore Marius Martin (left) sits beside Senator junior Joe Ring as Ring expresses his opinion 
the Senate after Gibson failed to set _about the resolution. Martin eventually voted for the resolution while Ring voted against it. 
up a Board of Elections to oversee 
the freshmen Senate· elections, spring, senior Pavan Parikh and · met two more times informally our-
.. ther.eby causing the elections to be junior foe Ring. ing the week and had another two 
a week later than normal. . ·"I think there are a lot of hard hour executive session during the 
"It started:withniy error, which: . feelings f~oin last yeiu: abcnit'Jhe . > me,~ti,ng ·9n ~ept. 2~'. .. . . ·.· •. 
I've maintained the whole tinie;" electibn;"Hoovefsaid."Idon't{eel · Hoover said shldoesn'tthirik 
. Gibson said before the Senate meet- like Andy's been surrounded by the .the Senate's time was well spent 
ing on Monday; most supportive senate this year." . while debating the issue .. 
· Once he' realized that he had "I feel like· it took eight hours 
missed the date to create the elec- away," Hoover said. "I don_ 't think 
"To , • 
. tions committee; Gibson ap- . . . 1 t~ not a question there's anything constructive about 
pointed people to the committee, it at all." -
even though the committee is sup- of his capabilities, he She also thinks that the senate's 
posed to .be open/to all ,students . ;'ust_ n_eeds_ to re_ 'alizehe attention should have been on 
through an application process. what they could have don~ t~ help 
. "Any organization.that entails· .. needs to educate .. students who were being attacked 
'an application process should be · · on Dana Avenue, but instead the 
open to the entire.student l;mdy,',. him,_se_if· in the· senatewasbusydiscussingtherep- · 
Senate Coordinator,juniorWilliam · fi · · · ·/ · , .p h · rimand and possible impeachment 
Buckleysaid. "We'resuppo~edto. orma ities OF t e: ofGibson. . . .. 
be open to all stud_ents_, .therefore·· S + " . Hoover thought impeachment ena,,e. ·. . . . . 
the Board of Elections should be was out of the question and th~t the 
open to all students." Junior William Buckley . reprimand was too harsh, but she· 
Buckley, who ran.- against SGA Senate Coordinator said her opinion was ignored by 
Gibson's ticket last spring in the other senators. · · 
executive elections. but lost, said '. .·"Most of .the constructive alter-
that he realizes many students will Talk of what course of action the natives that were brought to the 
think he is being vindictive against Senate should take concerning the . table·, were!) it taken. seriously 
Gibson, but he maintains that that mi.stakes made began· during the· enough;" Hoover said. '.'Other sena-
is not the case. . . Sept. 13 meeting of the Senate .. · . tors· felt something- bigger had to 
· "The Senate is not divided that During that meeting an eX:ecu- be done."· · 
he messed up and mistakes were tivesession wascalle,d, and the per- Legislative Vice· President 
made. We realized something had son. calling the session can stipu- Constance Fowler also believes the 
to be done," Buckley said. "If we . late who· should be present during Senate's time could have been spent 
were envious of his office or wanted the session.. better to help students. 
his position, we would. have re- All things discussed. during the "We have students being 
moved the entire ticket from of- executive session are kept confi- jumped on campus, and they're talk-
fice." . . dential. · · · · ing about how Andy's committee · 
Senator, junior Betsy> Hoover Thai first executive session didn't get voted on in time,"Fowler 
doesn't. think personal.feelings la5ted' for two hours ano thirty inin- • said .. ''It's-stressful at a time when. 
among the senate are that clear cut . · utes, and only the senators were al- · student safety is a big concern and 
though. ·There are two other $ena- · lowed inside. I think we have ~aiot of greater is~ 
tors who ran against Gibson last After that meeting, the: senators suestpwork on right now." 
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Buckley said.hi~ thinks passing 
a resolut~on is important so that the 
Senate can run more smoothly in 
the_fu~ur_e.: _ · ·· 
"I think Andy's doing great 
things," Buckley said. "It's not a 
question of his capabilities, he just 
"Most of the 
constructive 
alternatives that were 
brought· to. the table· 
weren't taken seriously 
enough," 
· At the same time, if the rules are 
not followed, we have to face the 
consequences. I see this decision · 
. as. more a formal reprimand than a 
loss of confidence . 
"What it comes down to is that 
everyone has to make a decision 
based on the ·facts they have. I ask 
you to respect my opinion and I 
will respect yours." 
Ring said he thought Gibson, 
coming from SAC and not the. Sen-
ate, was t90 concerned with big 
projects and not enough with the 
detail_s involved with his position. : 
After . the resolution was voted 
down, Parikh proposed a new reso-
lution to fully impeach. Gibson . at 
next week's Senate meeting. 
. That idea was dismissed and the Junior Betsy Hoover 
· SGA Senator senate agreed to leav_e the issue 
alone. 
Even though there are some hard 
needs to realize he needs to. edu~ feelings among the senators, most 
. cate himself in the formalities of believe it will still be able to func-
. the Senate." . tion.for the student body. 
·. DllringthepublicforumonSept.. "Just because you disagree 
27, many students got up to voice doesn't mean you .can't work to-
how disappointed they \\'.ere in the gether on a common goal," 
senate. Buckley said. "I don't think this 
A former member of SAC said · will affect. how we serve the stu-
the printed resolution in the dent body." 
Newswire made her " ... em bar- Gibson ~so felt that SGA will 
rassed, ashamed and confused with . be able to move on from this. 
the· Senate." 
Former residents of 938 Dana, 
where a majority of th_e attacks had 
taken place, were also at the meet-
ing and voiced their support for 
Gibson saying that _he helped them 
get out of a possibly life threaten-
ing situation. 
SPORTS: 
Soccer stomps 'Cats 
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"I hope that from the decision 
today that we as a body can move 
to continuing to serve the students 
above all else," he said. 
To see which senators voted for 
the resolution, please see the 
offical SGAadvertisement on page 
four. 
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Final chance to 
waive insurance , 
Students taking 12 or more 
credit hours who do not wish to 
be enrolled iµ the University's 
health insurance program need to 
complete an Applieation for 
Waiver form, available at the 
Health and Counseling Center. 
Fill it out and return it along with 
a front and back copy ofyour in-
surance identification card before 
Friday. For, additional informa-
tion, call 745-3022.' 
Bangladeshi 
Workers Forum 
, A traveling group of 
Bangladeshi women will speak at 
7 p;m. Wednesday in the 
Gallagher Center Theater on the 
importance of using purchasing 
power to prevent unfair labor con-
ditions. Speakers wHI share their 
first-hand experiences working in 
sweat shops and a discussion will 
follow. The event is sponsored by 
the department of theology, E/RS, 
the Brueggeman Center, and pro-
grams in Peace and Justice. For 
more information, call 745-3026. 
Xavier Players take 
to the s_tage 
TheXavier Players will present 
their first production of the sea-
son, "Between You and Me," ,at 
, 7:30 p.~. this Thursday through 
Sunday in the. Gallagher Center 
Theater, The production is com-
posed of _several sho,rt plays, 
which come from the Sarita Cruz 
·, Festival of New Plays, the Humana 
Festival· e>f New Plays, and the 
Boston Theatre Marathon. Tick-
ets can be purchased through the 
Xavier Players Box Office at 745-
3939. 
· Art·exhibit opens 
at Cohen Center 
Ari exhibit containing the 
works of Kimberly Howes, Mat-
thew .Kolodziej, and Michael 
Wartgow will open at 5 p.m. Fri-
day in the Cohen Center's Art Gal-
,lery. Stop by to see the works arid 
enjoy refreshments. The show will 
run through Oct. 29. For more in-
formation, call 745-3811 
. Post"'.Gradllate_ 
Volunteer Fair 
Students interested in a year of, 
volunteer work' after graduation 
are encouraged to attend a Post-
Gradt,iate Volunteer.Fair between 
10 a.m. and 1 p.m. Tuesday oh 
Gallagher Center's second and 
third floors. Many organizations; 
including Jesuit Volunteer Corps, . 
will be present to answer questions 
· and provide students with infor-
mation. All are welcome to attend. 
For more information, call 745-
3046. 
End finds n~w beginniDg at XU 
MEGAN MATTHEWS. 
Contributing Writer 
Dr. ,Christian End, a new· social 
psychology professor started teach-
ing at Xavfor this fall. 
A native of Wisconsin, Di. End 
received his undergraduate degree 
from Xavier with a, major in psychol-
ogy and a minor in business. 
He then continued his studies at 
Miami University where he earned 
his Ph.D. in social psychology. 
When his job search began after 
graduation, there were no openings 
. · than research. His current research 
is centered on the psychology of a 
Sports Fan, specifically in its rela- . 
tionship to aggression. , 
"I.strive to be enthusiastic about 
the subject areas rr teach] to encour-
' age students to feel enthu.siasm as 
years and are expecting their first . stud~ntS in any way po~sible . 
child the second week in . N ovem- He claims to be found in his of" 
ber. fice daily from 5 a.m. until 5 p.m. 
·During the weeks suqou11dir~g (althqugh no student ~a~ managed · 
his baby's due date, pnd was Careful . to get out of bed in time to con~ 
in his planning ,of the syllabus in firmthe5a.m .. arri~al)., · 
the courses he taught. · . · He is ciearly dediCated to be-
coming a "more effective teacher 
every day." ' 
. ··· · Happy to be back in C:incinnati 
where many of his-friends reside; 
'End is equally exdted to re-visit . 
Mcinigoinery Inn; .which he is par- · 
ticularly fond of, and adds jok-
• ingly that he is "open .. for bribes." 
in the psychology department at . · A sports fan liimself', when not 
knee~deep in grading papers or· 
aiding students ,through their 
· Xavier, so he accepted a job at the 
University of Missouri Ralla. 
After spending two years there 
·as a professor, he learned of an open~ 
ing in the teaching staff at Xavier 
when Dr. Cynthia Crown retired this · 
past spring. 
End applied and was chosen to 
become the new social psycholo-
gist. 
He and his wife, Holly, returned 
to Cinc:innati where he now fills the 
teaching position because he had 
"missed the window ofopportunity . 
to become the Packers quarterback," 
he noted with a smile. · · 
This fall, End is teaching the fol-
lowing classes: Introduction to Psy-
chology, Social Psychology, and 
Experimental Psychology !l. 
, He is happy to be.at Xavier where 
t_eaching is.the main focus rather 
well," End says. While an undergrad 
at Xavier, Dr. End met his wife-to~be 
who also graduated froin Xavier., 
Holly works for a nonprofit or-
ganization working toward eciucat- , 
ing children in Guatemala: · 
End describes her work as "a 
great representation of the Xavier 
' principle of service." , 
The couple pas been married fo1:1r 
. work; End can be found cheering 
for the Green :aay Packers (due to 
·his Milwaukee roots), arid of 
course, Xa,.v1er's basketball team. 
Dr. End commented that "even 
during gradu~te school in Miami, , . 
h.is allegiance to Xavier basketball 
remain, ed." 
As a result of his love,for bas-
- PHOTO COURTESY OF _CHRISTINA BLUST ' 'ketball,' he is' intimately aware of 
.· He noted some changes he has thesport's fan aggre~sion 'tha~ he 
experienced :in tetllrnfog to Xavier . curren!ly researches. . 
on what he refors to as "the After a little over a month, End 
other side ~fthings.;' •. . , has alread'y taken notice. of the 
, . ) Gone· are the day~ of playing Fr .. · polite nature of Xavier students. 
LaRocca in racqm~tball,-times spent lie appreciates· the positive 
in the branliiew Buenger Hall, and· . feedbackhe has received from his 
· bike,racesdown Cleneay'Avenue.. stude'nts and is g'rateful for the 
Di". End now finds himself behind small '·'thanks0 that can make a big 
the desk,_ willing arid eager to help . difference. · 
Jazz Ensemble opel1sfQr Gt?mmy wintier 
DAVID WARFIELD 
Copy Editor 
The Xavier University Jazz En-
semble traveled to Mays"'.ille, Ken-
tucky on Saturday for the 6th An-· 
nual Rosemary Clooriey Music Fes-
tival. 
The ensemble was .chosen from 
' ' 
.the region," :saiq XUJE President' · Indig() Girls and Allison Krauss. working to fill a big hole left by 
. Lyndsay Carey. .· , . · · Although Rciseniary Clooriey last year's talented senior class. 
"There were a lot of'people,w~o · 'Clied iri :iurie of 2002, the festival- To help, with :the, task, the en- ·,· 
complimented us and· asked more . · r~mainl! a family affak. Rcisemaiy's semble invited back XUJE alumni 
about-us ... Jt was 'sori, Hollywood Rob Aluilday :on alto sax and · · · · 
amajorsuccess:,. .. _... ...... _ ...... __________ star· George_, Megan Lindel on vocals. 
_The annual.· u/t , was .-a_ greaf · Clcioney, was a Among the ,songs performed, 
fo.s tiv al · . was, . " .· . . . . , . , . · ,. . .. 2'002 giiest . . was one of Rosern:aiy Clooney~'s . 
started'in 1999 as , : 0 pp(} rtun i tj to get . Her brother own, hits, a version. of Antollio 
· a select number of groups in the tri;. a fundraiser for. · , · , Nick .Clooney, Crufosjobim's "Meditation." This, 
state area to perform as the open- t_he local group , SOnie .name recog;.. the Democratic .- songappearsalongwithmanyoth-· 
. ing act for this year's headliner, the . Rescue the· . n#ion. ''.: . . , challengfa' for . ers 0!1 the Jazz Ensembles'· most 
Grammy_ Award winning soul ·Russell, a nail~ · · Keritucky'sAth, recent CD Jqmmin' withan'Aiti~" 
singer, Roberta Flack, ·.profit organiza- . · .::..Lynds~y C_arey ·, . ·District seat in iude; which was recorded last 
. Other festival performers in- tion working,to , XUJEPresid~nt,~ 'theUS'Houseof: spiillgarid'YillbereleasedinDe~ 
'.-.eluded the 2000 Mis~America and restore , . the . :" :Representatives~ cember. .·. . 
Kentucky native Heather Renee Russell Theatre, , , served· as this The Jazz Ensemble will join · 
Fr~nch, ·and regional rock 'n' roll.. in the, hea~t of historic downtown year's master of cerellloriies.. ~everal .other university ensembles 
act Phil Dirtand the Dozers: ·Maysville, 'wh~tt'.thefestival is held · Playing Cloone:Y· Fest:was an this· Fridayat 11:15 a.m; in. the· 
"It was a great opportunityto get every summer on Third. Street. Per- important hurdle forthe Xavier Uni- · · Gallagher Center for Xavier Cel~ 
some name recognition throughout formers from:);~ars pastiricltide the·: , v_ers,ityJazz: Enseiµbl~; whi9h is , · ebrates theAi:ts. 
. Sept. 22, 2:50 p.m. -An intoxi-
cated non-student was arrested on 
the Academic Mall· for assault, 
criminal trespassing, disorderly 
conduct, and obstructing official 
· business. · 
, Sept. 24, 3 p;m. -A university 
employee reported the theft of 
$500 worth of text books fro~ the 
Gallagher Center student book 
store. 
· Bept. 25, 7 :50 p.m. - Three stu-
ents attending ·a women's soccer 
a'me at Corcoran Field were cited 
or failing to cooperate with uni ver-




-~~­Sept; 25, 11 p.m; "-- Campus 
Police and· Residence Life· cited a· 
· student who lied abouuheir iden-
tity during the b~eak up of a party· · 
· in the Commons. · · 
Sept. 26,12:45 a.m. ,..- Norwood 
Police Department and Campus Po~.· 
lice investigated th~ report ofa loud . 
hous'e party in the 2000 blcick. of 
Waylan~ Ave. 
Sept. 26, 1:20 a.m . ..:_Campus · 
Police and Cincinnati Fire_ and Res~ 
cue evaluated an underage student 
for possible alcohol poisoning· in 
one of the residence halls,. 
'.,' .·,,,· 
· . iJ'.~_c>rtt~ctio,n::: : 
''::.'·:;:.·.·'. ·-···. 
·~·,-·-,"-:?~eye~' wia~"~ 
: , . . -~p¢n~'" ·,w~s: 
~t;r~~~i~~~ 
.' '.::~~t¢~p()izjind~tt)i 
'Justice. aricl ·Peace· 
· "il~ltri~e; · 
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Reflections on India's political climate 
This is the first in a series of articles 
written by students living in Delhi, 
India with Xavier's Service Learning 
Program. The seven students on the 
trip spend the semester amol1g the 
Indian population and fill their.. days 




tradiction; added to this plurality 
are seven students and their profes-
sor, Dr. Elaine Crable, participants 
. in Xavier's first India Service Learn-
many Muslims traveled froi;n India 
to Pakistan. 
During this time, between one 
and ten million humans were 
ing Semester. slaughtered, many over religious 
Upon entering this society, one conflicts. 
ca~ observe that this. explosion of Today, over 100 million Mus-
human interaction creates cataclys- lims live in India, and the negative 
mic conflicts. effects ofBritain's partitioning con-
Perhaps the most definitive tinue. 
event of this century in determin- Mr. John Dayal, senior journal-
India is a nation of a billion plus ing India's welfare was the parti- . ists, former editor of Midday, and 
people, more than three times the tioning of India by the British in president of the All Indian Catho-
population of the US, crammed into .1947. lie Union, spoke to the students 
a subcontinent roughly three times This divided the country not and maintained that, "The rivers of 
smaller thari the US. blood are ready to flow again at 
That makes for a good deal of any instance." 
human contact, producing a diver~ "The rivers 0 .{' Something which might seem 
sity of cultures, religions and ex- 'J insignificant to man)! Americans, 
periences. blood are ready to suchasamarriagebetweenaMus-
This is the birthplace of Hindu- lim man and a Hindu woman, could 
ism, Buddhism, Jainism and flow ·again at any create bloody conflict in India. 
Sikhism. Christianity and Islam • - · ,, Though India is the homeland 
have both been there for over a· instant. of Ghandi, the Mahatma (Great 
millenium. - John Dyal Soul) and the father of nonviolence, 
70 percent of the nation is rural, President, All Indian the country is rancid with animos- . 
yet three of the world's largest cit- Catholic Union ity and division.' 
ies: Delhi, Calcutta, and Mumbai At the same time, however, 
(Bombay) crowd within its borders. Gandhi's legacy lives on both on a 
The world's major financial in- political and a social level. 
stitutions, the World Bank and IMF, only along physical lines, but i.n- The complexities oflndia's poli-
define India as a developing nation, creased the societal divide between tics are extremely volatile at this 
and in many ways it is; around 80 · various groups of people living point in the country's history. 
percent of its population lives on ·there. In t.he nationwide democratic 
· 1ess thari $2 ·a day. As a result of the split, in an ef- elect.ions of less than a year ago, 
At the same time, it is seeking a fort to find a home where they might theBJP(BaratiyaJanataParty) was 
permanent place on the UN Secu- freely practice their religions and voted out of power; to be replaced 
rity Council and equality with the liv'e according to their preferred by the United ProgressiveAHiance, 
G-8 'nations. customs, many Hindus. traveled ... headed by the party of Gandhi, t.he 
. :; .J1li~d11:io:Ye~ali,isa land ofocin~' Ifrom.PakistarHoindia and eqiially~ Congress :Party. :·:·.· ." .... ~: ··.: t. 
The removal of the BJP from 
. power, which was part of a Hindu 
nationalist movement to unify In-
dia around a single culture to the 
exclusion of Muslims and other re-
ligions, marks and important mo-
ment in India's political history. 
It is important to note, however, 
that since the 1940s, the Congress 
Party has been transforming to ac-
commodate an industrialized, glo-
balized world of multi-nationals 
and superpowers. 
Such changes in the party's ac-
tivities and goals stray substantially 
India today is a 
nation of diverslty, a 





from Ghandi's messages of peace. 
and simplicity among nations and 
peoples. 
Today, it might be said that 
Gandhi's values endure more 
strongly in the Non-Governmental 
Organizations (NGOs) that struggle 
. with the problems of a developing 
national water, electricity, land, and 
poverty. 
Dr. Smitu Kothari, former 
Princeton' professor, engaged po-' 
li_tical acti~ist, and speaker to the 
Xavier students, continues in a 
Gandhian manner to challenge the 
structures-that-be. He works to re-
place the established systems with 
more equitable alternatives. 
Today he is an active member of 
'the Narmada Dam Movement, 
which has won the alternative 
Nobel Prize (Right Livelihood 
Award) for his dedicated work to-
wards the well-being of all. 
One of the more important is-
sues being faced by people such as 
Dr. Kothari are the mega-dams built 
by the government as water reser-
voirs and power sources. 
NGOs protest these construc-
tions as they create floods in a land 
where most of the people still live 
off of the land. 
Dr. Kothari warned, "You can-
notjust submerge 50,000 acres of 
land and displace 25;000 people." 
India today is a nation of diver-
sity, a nation capable of change in 
any direction. 
She could topple into an abyss 
of hatred and nuclear annihilation, 
of fanatical religious extremists and 
the end of liberal democracy. 
At the same time, however, she 
has often embodied the spirit of 
ahimsa (non-violence); she is the 
legacy of Gandhi. 
Pnnelists off er· insights on Iraq situation 
·RACHEL PETERS 
Contributing Writer 
The Peace and Justice program 
hosted the fourth in a week-long 
series of discussions ·during Deci-
sion Iraq yveek on Thursday in 
Kelley Auditorium. 
· Royal Institute of International Af-
fairs. · 
. Both panelists offered their edu-
cated 9pinions on why the US en-
tered Iraq, where the US currently 
is in its affairs in Iraq, predictions 
for the future of Iraq and the US, 
and answered several thought-pro-
The open discussion was en~. 
titled ''.The Question qf Iraq: Past,. . 
Present and Future" and was at-
tended by about 125 people. 
vo~ing questions asked by attend-
ees of the event. 
rhielman stated that he does not 
fully understand why the U.S. in-
vaded Iraq, but simply goes by what 
the administration has said. 
. The panel consisted pf Greg 
"Our hzstory. is to 
believe preveritative 
war is illegal immoral 
and un-American. " 
-Greg Thielman 
Panel .Member 
Thielman and Adeed Dawisha. 
Thielman is a retired State Depart-
ment official who served as head of 
the Intelligence office and an advi-
sor to Secretary of State Colin 
Powell. 
Thielman is a 25-year veteran 
of the U.S. Foreign Service and re-
tired just after the invasion of Iraq. 
A professor of political science 
at Miami University, Dawisha is 
also an Iraqi national citizen .. 
Dawisha served as senior re-
searcher for the International Insti-
tute for Strategic Studies and as 
deputy d.irector for studies at the 
According to Thielman, Presi-
. dent Qeorge W. Bush and the .. ad-
ministration believed Iraq held an 
imminent threat to national secu-
rity that could not be delayed. 
Dawisha went further on this 
point and stated the US had a great 
· fear of weapons of mass destruction 
and of Sadaam Hussein's history of 
aggression. 
According to Dawisha, Iraq 
nearly had nuclear power in 19~1 · 
and that the weapons. of mass de-
struction were dismantled before 
the US inspections began. 
Thielman does not believe. in 
preventative war and believes it is 
even less of a necessity tha:n it was 
in the past. 
"Our history is to believe pre-
ventative war is illegal, immoral 
and un-American," Thielman said. 
However, he believes that ver-
bal tricks of the administration and 
·· society's feelings after Sept. 11 have 
changed this thought. 
"Strangely enough, I'm opti-
mistic about Iraq,'' Dawisha said. 
Dawisha clarified that many ar-
eas of Iraq are quite peaceful and 
that he hopes that elections are held 
as usual in January. 
Dawisha believes that it is im-
. portant to establish law and order . 
in three particular Iraqi sites. 
He stated his hope that the US 
will be out of Iraq in 18 months. 
"If we haven't [helped liberate 
Iraq] within two years, we'll never 
do it," Dawisha said. 
He believes that democracy is 
"If we haven't 
[helped liberate Iraq] 
within two years, we'll 
never do it, " 
-Adeed Dawisha 
Panel Member 
illegitimatized if it takes any longer 
than that. 
Freshman Rajan Shukla, who 
attended the discussion, believed 
that the discussion was highly ben-
eficial. 
According to Shukla, this par-
ticular discussion appealed to him 
because he considered it to be more 
about political issues than about 
ethics, which is often not the case 
in such situations. 
Shukla also found Dawisha to 
.be very knowledgeable on Iraqi his-
tory as well as the issues relating to 
pre-emptive and preventative war. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRISTINA BLUST 
Greg Thielman (left) and Adeed Dawisha discuss the many sides 
of the war in Iraq issue as part of Xavier's Decision Iraq week. 
:·· ... ·-:·. 
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Senate Movln Forward 
Derek Blank, Chair of Student Relations 
At its weekly meeting on Monday, the 
Student Government Association Sen-
ate voted 8-7 in favor of the proposed 
resolution regarding Andy Gibson's 
Board of Elections Appointments. 
However, because the motion pro-
posed a formal reprimand, it required 
a two-thirds majority vote for ap-
proval. Therefore, the resolution 
failed. 
With over forty students in atten-
dance, Senate was extremely pleased 
with the outpouring of student feed-
back regarding the issue. It is the in-
tention of both Senate and the Execu-
tive to collectively place student con-
cerns back at the forefront of atten-
tion. 
As illustrated in the chart, this week's 
Senate voting records have been 
published to accurately represent the 
stance of each individual member. 
*Please Note: Senator Rhiannan Price was 
not in present for this vote due to her atten-






























0 Omari Aarons Coufl.ney Block i 
~ Sophomore Sophomore 0 
0 Senate SAC 0 
o Association Affairs Enrichment o 
o Office Hours: Homecoming O 
0 Wednesdays 3-4 pm Office Hours: 0 
0 Fridays 3-4 pm 9-1 o am O 
O Hometown: Washington D.C. Hometown: Dallas, TX D 
O High School: Charles Herbert Flowers HS High School: Plano Senior HS 0 
D Major: Communication Arts: Major: Communication Arts: D 
O Public Relations Major, Theology Minor Public Relations 0 
O Other Clubs/Interests: Co-Chair, BSA Lead- Other Clubs/Interests: BSA, Gospel Choir, 0 
o ership Committee; Student Recruitment Di- OMA Mentor 0 
0 rector, Office of Admissions F vor·tes 0 a I ... 
O Favorites... Class at Xavier: D 
o Class at Xavier: Old Testament Prophets (J. studies in Fiction (Cline-Bailey) 0 
O Gallagher); Oral Communication (C. Mims) Meal at the Cafeteria: Brunch!! 0 
O Meal atthe Cafeteria: Pizza Movie: Interview with a Vampire 0 
O Movie: The Lion King Book: Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison D 
o Book: The Envy of the World by Ellis Cose If you could choose any three people in D 
o If you could choose any three people in the the world to have dinner with, who would 0 
0 world to have dinner with, who would you you choose? Alicia Keys, Jesus Christ, 0 
o choose? Kweisi Mfume, Kofi Annan, and and Oprah 0 
o Carol Moseley Braun O 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
THE XAVIER. N EWSWI R.E 
· ·fm.()l'L~'t· NE:~·R 
. . . · · .· · _,· in .co.ncerf . . . 
with pianist John Bucchino 
and special guests 
ITH:I~:E & TRACY 
Cincinnlli'• Wom>n'! Choir WA L K E R 
FRIPAY,·OCTOBER 1,.~004 • ~:30 PM 
.-: ~USIC HALL BAPiRQOM .· ,. 
In collaboration with acclaimed Cincinnati women's 
choir MUSE, CAA presents one of the most 
powerful and articulate activisUsingers of our time, 
Holly Near, featuring local favorites MUSE and 
Tracy Walker. This pre-election concert will celebrate 
our right to vote, peace, social justice, and equality 
for all people. "Rock the Vote!" (or register to vote) 
when the community comes together for a passionate 
evening of meaningful music! 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
(513) 621·ARTS (2787) OR CINCINNATIARTS.ORG 
- ' . ,2004~05 SEASON,SPONSORS ' 
umonCentral 
FOUNDING SEASON SPONSOR 
(i=~), <(:it4tff(() 
.. ..,.Y OFFiCl1'L VEHICLE 
ilJ Fifth Third Bank 




At this free workshop, learn how to successfully tackle 
the toughest Logic Games the LSAT' can throw your way. 
Thursday, Oct.14th @ 6:30p.m. 
University of Cincinnati College of Law 
Call or visit us online today to register! 
Test Prep and Admissions 
1-800-KAP·TEST 
kaptest.com 
•LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admission Council. 
This frog can't help you fl nd o great opo rtment. 
a artmentfr-p www.apartmenlfrog.com 
week of SEPTEMBER 29, 2004 5 
Oxford Apar~ments 
l OOS .... 07 Dana Ave. 
*.Free He.at & \Vater 





$340 and up 




Personal Approach. Proven Results. 
6 week a/SEPTEMBER 29, 2004 
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·:Eye~ w~de .. shu.t Chavon ·Mitchell, ·.EDITdR email : . NEWSWIRE-oPED@XAVIER.EDU 
EDITORIAL -
SGA'S· wasted time 
According to. their constitution_'s ing ·and arguing over something 
preamble,· '.'The Xavier University ·that does nothing for th~_students 
Student Government Association is not what the electorate expects 
exists to ·continuously· improve, th~ · from their officials. 
University and dev~iop all·studerts. When there are legitimate issues 
... as responsible and involved at han_d;.such as students being at~ 
members and leaders of society. tacked at theirown homes, our gov-
[The SGA] provides a forum forcivic ernment does not need to place its 
training and student participation . focus on publicly reprimanding its. 
in University governapce and. own lead.er. · 
strives to preserve the rights and We understand this is a consti-
freedoms of all students. [The SGA] tutipnal issue, but maybe SGA 
promotes and encourages students' should look atthe bigger picture 
consciousness of their ability for th~ · and gather some perspective on the 
betterment of themselves, the Uni- infraction Gibson admitted to: he 
I wrote this letter out of the un- . 
fortunate circumstances surround~ 
ing last weeks Eye's Wide Open ex-
hibit and the Newswire article 
titled, "Bootshcmqrdeathsinlraq." · 
Two weeks.ago I ~as anticipating 
partaking jrt a Week of discussion . 
and remembrance for n:iy fallen 
. comrades. Unfortunately, what 
should have b-een an unbiased.fo-
rum on an open-minded university 
campus was presented as · · 
a politically m.otivated 
anti-war protest on the 
eve of 6ur ·presidential · 
election, util~zing the 
names of over 1 ;000 
dead soldiers as a plat-
form· to spread political 
versity, and the larger cqmmunity." didn't appoint a board of elections sentiment. I am appalled 
We, the students that. the SGA .. i,n time, resulting in the freshman at how .this exhibit was 
"represents and serves". questi,c:>n)~;"s.~1:1~~~ elections being delayed. presented and how bla~ 
how the actions of the past colipfo · Con&tit~tional matter? . tantly disrespectful it 
of weeks work to "improve the Prii:'·;,·:;. :;.';Y!!s'.'"Integral to the well-being was to soldiers every-
versity and developall studerlts:" .~·.··of th~·s,~U,~ent body? Highly un- where, both. living and 
H appears to us, the stud,t;!J.ts,'!had ''likely. · B~$;J:Pis begs an· even big- deceased. 
SGA fighting has cul~p(p_i1~e
1
d in . "ger quesgoii:''.,;\Vas this issue a per- In the "frequently. asked ques-
what appeared'to be a p~rsorial ven-" ·· sonal_ venoetta:~parried out by a few tions" paper I piCked up from the. 
detta being taken thr,6,~g\l official ,;,Lsenators agains~Gibson? exhibit, it stated that the combat 
routes and entered intc),,the., public. We m~y ney~r get a str_aight an- boots "symbolize the United 
forum: · j .• ::.'.. e'sw.ef:to that, bAt a lot of SAC mem- States; military personnel killed in 
A few problems are 'evi~ent'in 1,;';,bers~·1it th,~;:I5tblic forum certainly Iraq." What this exhibit. failed to -
this. First and foremost is d1~,·com: __ .. Jhol)g\ltf~q, and who would know recognfze is that by placing the 
munication issues the SGA ~~e'ds"'' b'dtter th~ri1ii9e people in the orga- names· of the soldiers upon the 
to address. SGA is macte up of Stu- nization? All of a Sudden ·SGA ·is· boots; it chariged the purpose from 
dent Senate, Student Activities split up into three factions, t~e . symbolism to representation. 
Council and Executives. · exectutives, the senate and the · They turned theAcademfo Mall 
It was evident at Monday's meet~ members of SAC, and that doesn't into a cemetery in which the boots 
ing that SAC members, Executives, seem like an effective org_anization became headstones to· the graves 
and even some senators, wen~ not at all. of over a l,000 men and women 
.made aware that the resolution. While students were getting hurt who never ga:v~ their consent to 
would appear in their Newswire . from attacks on Dana, Senators were ! do so and at the)same time violated. 
SGA ad. . meeting all week to debate this is- the ceremonial traditions of our 
How then, can we, as .students; sue. We wonder what could have armed forces with their unwilling~. 
view this ad as an informative look been accomplished if they had put · ness to respectively maintain a 
at what our student government is that much time and energy into memorial for fallen American sol:: 
doing for us, if most of them didn't something productive. diers. 
even know about it? . It seems~to us that a lot of time The United States Army is an 
Deeper communication prob- and effort was ostensibly wasted by ·organization older than the coun-
lems obviously exist among the the SGA, hopefully not at the ex~ try itself and is rooted in the basic 
branches and need to b~ addressed pense of the students_ they were · · principles of order and respect. 
before SGA as a whole can hope to elected to serve. Arlington National Cemetery lo-
do anything productive for the stu-. In the future we would .advise cated in Washington D.C. is theJi-
dents. Secondly, senators behav- the SGA to do their duty and serve · nal resting ground for 250,000 of . 
ing as petulant children and fight- the students, not themselves. American soldiers; it is meticu~ 
COPYRIGHT 2004 CIRCULATION 3,000. 
DANIELCox·· 
lously maintained and headstones 
are equally placed in the finest tra-
. ditions of our armed forces. The 
Eyes Wide Open exhibit on the 
other hand was a disgrace to every 
. soldier who h~s ever served his or 



















Boots· on the· wrong· feet 
.· . . . . . 
JOHN THOMAS 
Senior News Editor 
TARA DIXON 
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. On the Web: 'http://www.xavier.edu/newswire 
The Xavier Newswire is published we.ekly through-
oul !he school year. except during vacation and final ex-
ams. by !he sludcnts of Xavier University, 3800 Viclory 
Parkway, Cincinnati, _OH 45207-2129. , ' 
TheslalTcditorial is wriucn by adiffcren1s1nffmcm-
ber each week and do nOL necessarily reflect !he scnli· 
men LS of the cnlire slnff; IL is also nol lhc sole responsibil-
. ity of the Opinions and falilorials cdil<lr 10 wrilc it. 
.The statcmCnls and <)piniun·s of The Xt1vier New.\wir~ 
are not necessarily lhtt•e of lhe student body. faculty or 
adrninistratiOn of Xavier. The smtcril~nl"i and opinions of 
a columnist do not nccc~sarily rcllcct those of editors or 
general slllff. . 
. Subscription races arc $30 per year or $15 per se-
mester within lhti USA and arc promlcd. Subscription 
· lnqulries·should be directed lo Daniel Cox, 513-745-
.3067. ' .· . 
Advertising inquiries should be directed lo Eliza-
beth Arnell, Advertising Manager; 513-745-3561. 
One copy of The Xtrvier Neiv.-wife. dislribulcd on 
campus. is free per person per week. Additional copies.' 
·arc 25 .ccnl"i. · .. ."· '· · -. · . ~· · .. · ' · · 
Xavier UnJvcrsity is an. academic c~mrnuni~y com~ 
milled lo equal opportunity for all persons; 
This past week we have seeri the 
traveling 'display on campus. We 
have all looked at the thousand_s 
of boots and shoes on the grass. 
I' in confident that we all feel . 
that we can take something from 
this e~hiblt. Or we can look at what 
the message is conveying. As said 
by Marq Anderson, "The war is 
wrong; the war is costly, that we 
should not be in Iraq; that we· 
· should. never have peen in Iraq." 
I am perplexed thfln when! ask 
what is the point of using s~Idiers 
to convey ,the message ()f.non"vio-
lence? Doesn't this statement im-
ply that. they. died for nothing? 
Having come from ·a proud mili-
taryheri.tage, lean say without hesi-
tation that this is. one of the most 
demeani~~- displays I have_ ever 
. see11 in my life. ' . 
·It is a slap in the face to every . threat to the American people, our 
soldier who is overseas fighting for .. _people; he decisively make~ the 
what they believe. · hardest choices. Iraq was one of 
them.' Americans are privileged. 
'Xavier students are privileged. Yet 
''It is a slap in the few of us actually take the time to 
fi · · · l' J · think where all of our freedom ace to every SO u_ter_ comes from: Is it the Co.nstitution? 
who is overseas /;_uhtinu The Dec.laration oftndependence? 
J"o· o . Withoutthose women and men 
for what they believe. ,, . wh~ a.re willing to stand. up .and 
fight for this' country,. with· honor 
Where doesthis freedom come 
from where someone-can say that 
our President is a fool and a trai-
tor? It doesn't come from thiil air, I 
an assure you. 
Since the beginning our freedom 
has been wrought from eonflict, 
whether we choose to accept it or . 
not. ·when our President sees a 
and courage, there would be no free~ 
doin. Iam"appalled by this message, 
<the. one that neglects the human 
soldiers-who put their lives on the. 
line for our future. 
Stop disgracing Ol!r troops. God 
bless our soldiers. God bless 
America. 
- John Kaessner 
Class of '07 
THEXA VI.ER NEWSWIRE 
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lllfill~~~1 · 
: Congratulations t~ . Ashl{!y 
Stadler for winning the "Doc 
Talk Gift Basket" from Wellness 
· Day l~stweek. Aspecialthanks' 
·. to all those who submitted qites~ 
· tionsforfutureDocTalks. . 
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EDIT'OR 
·.Respecting ollr soldiers' sacrifices 
···shoV.' me a man at the age of Nbw I ask you, did this soldier 
twenty who is not a liberal, and I' H - ·· consent to having_his name in your 
·show you a man without a heart. · protest7 Does his family approve 
Show me a mim at the age of forty of ycm associating their son, daugh~ 
who is not a conservative, and I'll ter, father, mother, husband or wife 
show you a rhan without a brain," with youi: liberal stand against war7 
said Winstop. Churchill. In conversations about war and 
. As I try to wrap my mind around battle with a decorated soldier and 
the political statements being made officer who has served his country 
ori campus, I keep in mi~d these for over twenty years in the mili-
words of Winston Churchill as this tary l·have been eniightened.. . 
statement describes the majority of "No one hates war more than a 
you, the students, on campus. soldier," he tqld me. Not you, lib-·· 
.Youth is riot an excuse for irra- eral student, with your change-the-
tional and emotionalthought;·how- world, hug-your-:neighbor attitude, 
ever, it does help to explain the tact~ certainly not you. 
iess actions which have taken place . No one hates war. more than a 
on our campus. I feel that I inust soldi~r .. Yet, ~b our returning sol-· 
strb~gly urge you pacifists on. cam- diers rejoin ·our~~oild in sh~me arid 
pus of the repercussions and con- harvest hateful. opinions in refer-
sequences of the exhibit of boots ence to our military, or to this cur-
you placed on our A.cademic ~fall. rent war in Iraq? . 
· To make a statement against the Quite to the contrary, we see the 
war in Iraq, more than one thousand vast majority of our soldiers walk 
empty combat boots were placed through our country wi~h dignity 
on the Academic Mall to represent . and pride. Our soldiers; the men 
each fallen soldier and Iraqi civil- . ,and women who. sacrifice their 
ian. The boots are lined neatly on lives in defense of justice, freedom 
campus; and attached to each pair and liberty, are proud of their ser-
of boots representinga soldier, was vice, their sacrifice and their cour~­
a picture of the soldier and his try. You have turned their pride into 
name. These boots placed a a political agenda, worse of all, 
soidier's face and name with the YOUR politicaf agenda. You who 
pacifistic, liberal exhibit you · have not served your country, who 
brought to campus and readily sup- sit in the safety of your dorm room, 
ported... you who have likely never been in . 
the throes of battle, you who try to · 
further your agenda with the death 
of honorable men and women. 
Who are you to use these re-
. spectable, honorable. men and 
women as pawns in promotion of , 
YOUR beliefs? Who are you but a 
young, wide~eyed, shelte,red stu-
dent? The truth is, you know so 
little of what you are promoting. 
The point of this article is. not 
to debate the .appropriateness of 
war in our society, don't be mis-
lead. The point is to implore that 
you· think of the repercussions of 
your actions before you participate 
and celebrate· in them. What 
would the family members and 
friends of the fallen soldiers think, -
feel and express at the sight of their 
loved one's riame and picture be-
ing a part of your agenda? 
I fail to see .that you have hon-
ored these soldiers in any way, but 
instead just used them, and you . 
know so little about them, These 
soldiers deserve your respect and 
gratitude, ncit association with your 
political statement. If not for them, 
and the countless who have gone 
before them defending our liberty 
and freed.om, you would not be at 
liberty today to live your life as 
you do. 
~ow can you fail tc:i qo~or the 
sacrifice ofthese soldiers? How can 
you be proud of your selfish mo-· 
tivesin using their names and faces 
· in your subjective agenda? 
To bring this issue even closer. 
to home, afamily in the tri-state area 
lost their son in Iraq very recently. 
Upon a trip to Cincinnati, President 
Bush visited and consoled this fam-
ily i~ their own home. They wel-
comed the President and thanked 
him for his thoughts and prayers 
and vowed to keep our President in 
their prayers. 
Never once did this family pro-
test the war publicly. Rather, on the 
news, we saw them remembering 
their son with resp~ct, honor, and 
the knowledge that their loved one 
died in the pursuit of life; liberty 
and freedom. Tell me, did this fam-
ily approve of your use of their son 
in your exhibit of combat boots? 
In.the simplest of words, with the 
sincerest heart, I say thank you to 
our soldiers.. Thank you for your 
sacrifice, courage, and bravery. 
Thank you for defendfog our coun-
try. 
Thank you.for the lifelam able 
to lead .. To me and my peers, you 
will always be remembered with the 
respect and honor that is deserving 




. ~Fe~EX@ Ground. Thinking abo~tsome fast cash and help with college? 
·Join the.fast-paced FedEx Ground team-as· a part-time Package Handler. 
You'll work up asweat. And iri return, geta_weekly paycheck, tuition 
assistance and more. . . . . · · · . 
Qualifications: · 
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs. · 
• $9 to $9.50 p/hr to start, scheduled raises 
after 90 days and 1 year. 2 shifts available: 
5PM-10PM Mon-Fri or 2AM-8AM Tue-Sat 
. • Ability to load, unload, sort packages. 
. • 18 years· or older . . . . . · 
• Part-time, 5-day week · 
Apply Directly to: 
FedEx Ground 
9667 Inter-Ocean Drive 
· Cincinnati, OH 45246 
. fedex;com/us/careers 
Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team. 
From 1-75 North to 1·275 West, Take _Exit #428, OH 747 North Exit: Merge onto Princeton Pike, Princeton Pike becomes OH-747. Continue on OH-747 for approximate! . 
2 miles to Muhlhau~er Road.: Make_ a left onto Muhlha,user Road. Make a left onto Inter-Ocean Drive. FedEx Ground will be on your. right, 9667 Inter-Ocean Drive. Y 
·. ' ' ' ~ .. 
EOE/AA , ·. . · Gl'Ouqd 
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Dave Gilmore, Editor· 
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Clary takes hold of 
singles record 
The women's tennis· team 
opened their season at the Bowl-
ing Green State Invitational this 
past weekend. 
Senior Lauren Clary recorded 
the 86th singles win. of her career 
as the Xavier University women's 
tennis team wrapped up playon 
Sunday at the 2004 BGSU Invita-
tional. 
Clary defeated...' Buffalo's 
Miglena Nenova (6~1. 3-2 retired) 
in the third place match of flight 
No. 1. With the win, Clary moves 
to 86-21 and passes 2004 graduate 
Kate Weightman (85-40) for the 
mostsingles wins in XU history. 
.Xavier will return to action on 
Friday for day one of the Michigan 
Invitational in Ann Arbor. 
Cross country 
displays great effort 
The Xavier Uniyersity men's and 
women's cross country team had a 
great day ·at the Greater Louisville 
Classic. · 
The·men's team finished 6th out 
of 41 teams. The men's team also 
set a school record running the fast-
est average iri school history with 
an average time of25:57. 
The women's team finished 5th 
out of 38 teams with a track time of 
i9:18. 
Junior Paul Staudigel ran to a 
time of 25:20, setting the second 
fastest tim~ in school history. 
Staudigel finished the race 13th out 
of 395 runners. 
The women's team was led by 
fres.hman Amanda Brown who fin-
ished 11th out of 357 runners with 
c:i personal best _time on 8:36. 
Brown also earned Atlantic 10 
Conference Rookie of the Week 
honors for the second consecutive . . 
week. 
Ben Milroy· earned this honor 
for the men's team after placing 25th 
out 395 comf!etitiors at the Greater 
Louisville Classic. 
T_he Xavier cross country team 
will return to actfon Oct. 8 in the 
All-Ohio Championships. 
All sports p1,4eview 
night postponed : 
The second annual All Sports 
Preview Night, which was sched-
uled for 7:00 pm on Sept. 28 in the 
Cintas Center, has been postponed;. 
The event features the introduc-
tion of all of the University's 
coaches and several . key players 
from each team, as well as the an-
nual state-of-athletics address by 
director for athletics Dawn Rogers. 
A new date for the event has yet . 
to be determined. 
THEX. ~ . 
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Volleyball hurt by Hend,. 
con.quered··.••··by··Cif!ri.J"~·····• 
• '.> • ' . • • 
..::·'."· 
BY CASEY WELDON 
·Sports wit er 
· It ·was a trying week for the 
Xavier Volleyball team; suffering 
two non-conference road loses at 
the hands of some of _the. preemi-
nent teams in the college gaine. 
Marshall and Louisville had 
their way with the continually up-
and-down Muskies, as ~oth teams 
quickly disposed of XU in three, · 
games~ · . . 
Coming off a successful week 
that saw Xavier compile a 4-0 
record andthe championship at the 
Blue Demon Invitational in. Chi-
cago, the Musketeers saw errors 
stand in their way of victory yet . 
again ... 
Though they have struggled, 
Coach Deaton sees no reason to 
throw in the towel quite yet: "What ·· 
you take from [losses] is a growing· 
and a learning experience. We 
might not have accomplished what 
we would have liked in the early 
. · · · · . NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SHANE GLEASON , 
Coach Floyd Deaton·(kneeling) gives his team some guidance during a timeout.·. The Muskies had· 
trouble v)iith their non-conference opponenfs thisweekend, losing to M_arshall and Louisville. 
part of the season as far as wins and worried. with the eariy season woes, 
losses, but when you throw in some and apparently the players are not 
of the top teams in their respective either: "I think [the players] have 
. conferences, you are going to know handled [losirig]. very well. Again, 
. where you stand in the end." they are a little frustrated because 
When asked how the team has ·they know they can play better than 
handled the ups and downs of t4e they are." 
early season thus far, Co.ach Deaton. . Xavier, the preseason favorites 
responded,' "I think they ha~e to walk away with the Atliintic 10 
handled it very well. Again, they conference championship, finds 
are a little frustrated because they istelf with a 6-?record heading into 
know they can play better than they · conference play. · 
are." · Coach Deaton feels this is the 
On a positive note, the consis- crucial part of the season: "It is a 
tent play of. XU standout Molly new season. I think getting into our 
Martin has left her ever closer to. . conference schedule is going to be 
etching. her name one spot higher a good thing." 
in Xavier's record books. Martin, a Saturday afternoon the Muske-
, senior from Minnetonka, Minne- teers were unable to overcome the 
sota, stands just 30 assists shy of . daunting task of toppling_ Louis-
. second- place on Musketeer's all- ville. · 
time list. · The No. 12 ranked Cardinals dis-
The Musketeers have. struggled posed of the Musketeers in an ex-
with consistency all season long. · Citing three game victory, 30-27, 
The current two gaine losing streak 30-25, 30-17. ' 
is already the third such streak of . The frontline of Louisville was 
the_· season (earlier this season too much for the Musketeers to 
Xavier had a .three game losing handle. The co"inbo of Lena 
streak). Cmi:ch Deaton is not toci Ustymenko and Svetlana Dukule 
se_t the. pace at the net for U of L, ·tell the story of the inconsistent play 
each collecting a handful of kills of the Muskies. XU saw 18 team 
. at crucial moments throughout the errors ahd hitting percentages. of .. 
match. .167 and .109 all but eiiminate.vic-
Games one and two of the heated tory from the realm of possibility . 
contest' sa\V Xavier fight for their Marshall also coilected 50 kills in 
athletic .fives, only to_ co.me up.· the matchtoXavier's 41.· 
short.'. Both games saw Xavier As was the casewithLou_isville, 
battle the favored Cardinals to the after disappointing losses in games 
limit, .before gi~ing way to the bet- one and two; a sense cifhopeless-
.' t.er team of the day'. ·. . ness seemed to have set in over the 
"Utilizing the hot play of junior · Musketeers squad.· 
Kate Duchek and senior Molly · In a gai:µe that saw Xavier total 
Martin, tlie Musketeers managed to just fi~e errors, while collecting. a . 
tie the opening game of the match hitting percentage'of .2.19, the XU 
at 24. · attack could only muster 12 kills 
The back-axjd-forth pace of the against a stingy Thundering Herd 
game to that point gave Xavier defense. . · 
hope, but the powerfol hitting of The duo of Duchek and Martin 
Louisville proved too strong. again led the Xa_yier att~ck. Duc~ek 
In the opening game of lasL collected double.digit kills with 
week's play on Sept. 22, Xavier was 14, while Martin dished out an-
once aga:fn up-ended on the road, other 30~plus-assist game~ finish-· 
30-28, 30-26, 30-24. ing with 37~ · _ 
The sloppy.Muskies saw numer:- The Musketeers will kick of the 
ous hitting errors and a low hitting · A-10 season with.three home games . 
percentage doom any chance of a featuringthe likes of Rhode Island 
victory. . . and Fordham, and heginnjng with. 
Yet again, gam~s orie and two rival Dayton on Wednesday night. 
Games to Watch 
. 10/1 
vs. Duquesne 










. . ·101~ .... 
· Ail:-Ohio Championships . 
(Delaware; Oh.io) 
2p;m. 
. . . . . . .. . . 
Men's hoops gets early.start on practice before tri.pto Bah~lllas ... Men's tennis downs Wright· 
State, 5-2 •· .. No~- 2 Elder vs~ no. 3St. Xavier football game Friday@ Elder Stadium, 7:30°p.m.· . . ' . ' . . - . " . . . . 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE SPORTS 
. . 
Intramural Update 
. . . . 
THE NEWSWIRE TAKES A LOOK AT WHAT'S GOING ON IN THE WORLD OF 
BY BRIAN BOWSHER 
Contributing writer 
. • . . Men's Flag Football: 
Just two weeks into the season 
with four more weeks to play. 
Team Woods,· Team Deerbox, 
and Rampid Bulldogs. are tops In 
the 20 team league at 2-0. 
Team Woods is looking to de-
fend their 2003 title. 
• . • · Co-ed Flag Football: · 
Only 6 teams in the league. Af-
ter two weeks, Gang Buenger and 
the Tigers are tied for first with 
records of 2-0. Last year Hudson 
Springs took home the title. 
e-.o 
Tennis: 
, There are 17 competitors sepa~ · 
rated foto two di visions for both 
ineri and women. 
UBER-AMATEUR ATHLETCS-
Co-ed Outdoor Soccer: 
Twelve teams are in the league 
and each team has play,ed three of 
their five games. 
Neither the OSC nor the website 
has posted standing.· Updates wiJI · 
be published as soon as the season 
is completeed. Last season's cham-
pion was Guinness F.C. 
Men's Softball: 
The double elimination tourna-
ment has reached the. semifinals. 
Chris Sabo & Rec Specs, the 
Nim,rods, and the Five West 
Wackers are among the challeng-
ers for the championship. 
· Sobchak Security slugged their 
way to the ti~le last season. 
(!o-ed Softball: 
Another double elimination 
tournament that is currently play-
ing. their semifinals. 
Petey Pabfos will play the Jose 
Canseco Fan Club· today or the 
right to go against Dirt in the Skirt 
in the winner's bracket final. 
The Jose Canseco Fan Club is 
shooting for their second straight 
title . 
·Unfortunately the Newswire 
team, The Daily Planets, was elimi-
nated from the tournament on 
Wednesday after a harrowing loss 
to Oprah Strikes Back. 
Expected to be on the docket for 
the Winter 2004 season: 
Co-ed Basketball 
Men's Competitive Basketball 
Men's Rec Basketball 
Women's Basketball 
Co-ed Volleyball 
Co-ed Indoor Soccer 
Bowling 
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Dave Rants 
'Being the .bad guy' 
BY DAVE GILMORE 
Sports Editor 
These are fragile times for Cin-
cinnati Bengals fans. 
Coming off an 8-8 season, last 
year's first overall draft pick Carson 
Palmer finally has the reigns under 
the careful direction of highly re-
garded coach Marvin Lewis. · 
At the beginning of the season, 
people where throwing around 
terms like "playoffs~' and "upside." 
Being from the Baltimore area, I 
have learned to hate the Bengals 
over the last eight years. 
A divisional rival of the 
Bengals, the Ravens become my 
main focus on Sundays in the fall. 
I'll be honest, every time I hear 
"Who Dey," I wince just a little bit. 
And Ifl never heard about the "Icky 
Shuffle," for the rest of my life, I 
probably wouldn't be disap-
pointed. 
This past Sunday, the Ravens 













weren't a Ravens fan right now, 
you'd be having an aneurysm." 
There's something about the 
Ravens, a certain quiet arrogance 
and flamboyant attitude that just 
gets under people's skin. 
It could be when they mic Ray 
Lewis on Monday Night Football 
and he yells "Yeah! Get up 
#%&*$%#@&!" every time he 
makes a tackle, or the fact Deion 
Sanders can't do ANYTHING with-
out some kind of <lance, or maybe 
it's the fact that Jamal Lewis pre-
dicted he would break the single-
game rushing record against the 
Browns last year :.... and then actu-
ally did it. 
Maybe it's because three Ravens 
are currently in legal trouble and 
one was charged with murder. 
Or, it could be that several 
Ravens possess alter-egos with 
names like "Slash," "PrimeTimr," 
and "T-Sizzle.'~ 
It also doesn't help that the 
Ravens have been to the playoffs 
two out of the past four seasons and 
won the Super Bowl, while in that 
same span the Browns and the 
Bengals have played in one play-
off game combined. Success, at any 
level, usually breeds contempt. 
· Oh, then there's that little mat-
ter of stealing Cleveland's football 






· Baltimore in 




Ravens in a 
van and 
shipped them 
PHOTOCOURTESYAP off to Ken-
However, 
I was not sat-
isfied with a Only a sick person could love this. tucky, I might 
simple win. 
No, I wanted a shutout. When 
· Shayne Graham put his first field 
goal through the uprights, I was 
visibly (and audibly) angry that 
Baltimore had not achieved a flaw-
less victory. 
Oh, we were up 17-3 at that 
point. 
And this is not just a one-time 
occurrence. Every year against the 
Browns, Steelers, and Bengals I pull 
the same "no· mercy" act when we 
win, and throw a childlike fit when 
we lose. 
What is wrong with me, you ruik? 
Where does this barbaric animos-
ity 'come from? Well, I asked my-
self the same question and I think I 
finally realized why everyone out-
side of Baltimore absolutely hates 
the Ravens. 
We ar~ just obnoxious people 
when it comes to football. That's 
all it boils down to .. 
I realized this in the second half, 
when the game was well in hand 
and Ray Lewis, Terrell Suggs and 
Ed Reed began to dance in unison 
on the sidelines. 
Something in me said, "If you 
just like you 
Browns fans. 
hold a grudge 
disenfranchised 
This coming Monday, the 
Ravens and the Chiefs play on 
Monday Night Football. 
You'll get to see Ray Lewis do 
his ridiculous introduction dance, 
followed by various clips of him 
screaming things on the sidelines 
like, "They can't score on us, be-
cause we have each other!" 
If Deion plays, he'll dance, as 
will Reed, Suggs, and pretty much 
everyone else on the defense. 
John Madden and Al Michaels 
will most likely reference the 2000 
Super Bowl no less than 12 times. 
And, regardless of the outcome 
of the game, head coach Brian· 
Billick will most likely have some 
cocky explanation for what hap-
pened. ' 
The bottom line, Browns and 
Bengal fans, is that I finally under-
stand where you 're coming from. 
lfl were you, I'd hate the Ravens 
too. We're a bunch of arrogant, 
. team-stealing, lawyer-needing mis-
creants, and I wouldn't have it any 
other way. · 
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BRIEFS 
Movie Reviews -------------
----·Dawn of the 'Shaun' Hop· e·to be 'Forg· ottell' 
Jimmy Dillon, Editor · 
Diversions Desk: 745-2878 
Art exhibitions · 
at Aronoff Center 
The Cincinnati Arts 
Association's Weston Gallery in 
the Aronoff Center for the Arts 
presents "Sticks and Stones" and 
"Forged Souls, Weathered Soles." 
"Sticks and· Stones" is a site-
specific installation by Gary 
Gaffney created from painted and 
manipulated tree limbs and found · 
objects. It also involves the place-
ment of inscribed rocks with 
thoughtful messages situated 
prominently in exterior public set-
tings. 
"Forged Souls, Weathered 
· Soles" is a mixed media installa-
tion focusing on the dilemma of 
the African Diaspora. 
The gallery is open from 10 
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Tuesday through 
Saturday and noon to 5 p.m. on 
Sunday. 
More information can be found 
at www.cincinnatiarts.org/weston. 
Emerson, Thoreau 
& Whitman readings 
"Great Grey Poets: Emerson, 
Thoreau & Whitman" is presented 
by the Know Theatre Tribe at 8 
p.m. on Thursday at Gabriel's 
·corner. , 
· The works of these three 19th 
Century writers are performed fea-
turing highlights from their vast 
collection of works, tackling 
themes of environment, love, war 
and America. 
After the show, stick around for 
an interactive question-and-an- · 
swer session. · 
Thursday is Pay-What-You- · 
Can Night. 
Artists for Change ·· 
at Fountain Square 
CinEx and Fringe Festival 
presentArtists for Change 11 a.m. 
to 10 p.m. on Thursday a_nd Fri-
day at Fountain Square: 
Artists for Change is 24 hours 
of political awareness in an open 
forum designed to examine. the 
society and politics of the world 
and Cincinnati. · 
Performances will include live 
music, spoken word, visual art in-
stallations, theater, ·and dance. 
All performances throughout 
the two days are free. 
'Tuelfth Night' at 
Playhouse 
The Playhouse in the Park pre-
sents William Shakespeare's ro-
mantic comedy, "1\velfth Night." 
The play involves a complex 
love triangle between Duke 
Orsino, Viola (who is masquerad-
ing as a man, Cesario) and Count-
ess Olivia. 
"Twelfth Night" runs through 
_Oct. 8. 
For showtimes and ticket infor-
mation, visi~ their website at 
www.cincyplayhouse.com or call 
421-3888. 
A MOVIE ABOUT LOVE AND ZOMBIES 
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM 
Shaun (Simon Pegg) and Ed (Nick Frost) confront a zombie. 
BY JIMMY DILLON 
Diversions Editor 
"Shaun of the Dead" is market-
ing itself as the "funniest and scari-
est movie of the year." As impos-
sible as that may sound, it is, for-
give the pun, dead on. 
Simori Pegg ("The Reckoning") 
plays Shaun, an almost 30-year-old 
London resident, who finds his life 
bleak. Everyday, he goes through a 
mindless routine that includes visit-
ing a local store for a soda, working 
a retail job at an appliance store and, 
eventually, ending up at the local 
pub for drinks with his best buddy 
and girlfriend. 
This wouldn't be a problem if his 
job wasn't meaningless, his best 
friend, Ed (Nick Frost, "Spaced"), 
·wasn't the most vile creation on the 
plant, and his girlfriend, Liz (Kate 
Ashfield, "Beyond Borders"), didn't 
want to get married and move on 
with life - or at least, just stop go-
ing to The Winchester Pub. 
All these stresses result in Shaun 
being dumped by Liz, confronted by 
his other roommate about Ed, and 
left drunk again at the Pub. Shaun 
and Ed go on a journey of booze, 
video games and rap music, a comi-
cal trip that takes them only as far 
as their living room couch. 
·· During Shaun's mitigated may-
hem, he fails to notice what the rest 
of London has: a zombie invasion! 
There couldn't be enough clues for 
both Shaun and Ed. to realize that 
zombies have infested the city, yet 
it takes one to wander into their 
backyard and attack them to finally 
wake them from their daze. 
With Liz stuck in her apartment 
and Shaun's mother in danger from 
his infected step-father, Shaun and 
Ed embark on a quest to.save them, 
braving the hostile hooligans, and 
. maybe more importantly, doing 
something out of the ordinary. 
What's Shaun's plan, you might 
ask? That's right, get everyone to 
The Winchester. 
It's important to note the zombies 
are in the traditional form of those 
from "Dawn of the Dead" and not 
"28 Days Later." The undead are 
slow-moving and stupid, unlike the 
raptor-fast monsters from the latter. 
In many ways, "Shaun of the 
Dead" stays to traditional zombie-
movie form, even repeatedly mak-
ing obscure references to classic 
zombie flicks. The news reporter 
waxes "Dawn" when instructing that · 
zombies are to be killed by "remov-
ing the head or destroying the brain." 
And then there is that whole com-
edy thing. Well, "Shaun" pulls that 
offfoo, even with a cast that doesn't 
have much experience outside of 
television sitcoms. The film show-
cases a witty screenplay, co-written 
by Edgar Wright ("Merry-Go-
RouQd") and star Pegg, that com-
bines yo' momma jokes, British 
people rapping and dropping the n-
bomb inexplicably, and nonstop 
. physical comedy. There's really no 
substitute for bashing zombies with 
shovels, cars and even vinyl. 
Frequently a line from earlier in 
the mov~e will be recycled and used 
in a totally different situation. It's a 
soft reminder that zombie-slayer 
Shaun was, no more than 6 hours 
ago, passed out on his couch: 
In some ways, "Shaun of the 
Dead" acts similar to "Office 
Space." The audience is consis-
tently reminded in the first part of 
the film how many 9-5' ers look like 
the walking dead, commuting aim-
lessly to work, seemingly uncon-
scious in their daily routine. 
Yet, in more ways, this film is 
about marriage and growing up. 
The first thing we learn about Shaun 
is that he can't seem to move on with 
his life. He still lives like a bach-
elor with two college buddies and 
he's now feeling the pressure from 
Liz to make her an honest woman. 
In most cases, this involves mov-
ing away.from your parents and best 
friend and closer to your. spouse. 
"Shaun of the Dead" demonstrates 
this process on the most grandiose 
scale possible- by killing your zom-
bie-infected family and friends. · 
What is first thought ofas a rela-
tively tame zombie plot gets down 
right bloody and gory. With more 
of the main characters getting in-
fected, the film darkens quickly, 
adding an extra layer to the plot's 
already dense comedic aspect. 
To state the obvious, this· is the 
best zombie/love story ever made. 
It may also be the goriest story about 
marriage since "Kill Bill." 
There's no do.ubt that if you're a 
fan of zombie flicks or even roman-
tic comedies, you'll have a bloody 
good time. 
A MOVIE ABOUT ALIENS AND FORGETFUL PARENTS 
. PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM 
Telly (Julianne Moore) does a little remodelingto Ash's office. 
BY JIMMY DILLON 
Diversions Editor 
low viewer and Sports Editor, Dave 
Gilmore, and ask, "this m.ovie is 
about aliens?!" You will most likely 
A crazy alien plot, government . have the same reaction. 
conspiracy, poor acting and a red- In a total devolution of plot, we 
headed heroine would have niade follow Ash and Telly around New 
a bad· X-Files episode. Unfortu- York as they aimlessly avoid cops 
nately, it also describes the latest and feds, hoping to learn more about 
sci-fi thriller, "The Forgotten." . their children's disappearance. 
Julianne Moore ("Hannibal") The whole story is unbelievable 
stars as Telly Paretta, .a grieving to say the least. Never at any point 
mother who is two months past the of her search for clues does Telly ask 
first anniversary of her son; Sam's, a person on· the street if they remem-
tragic plane crash. Unable to shake. ber a plane crash that killed a bunch 
her sorrow, Telly begins to see Dr. of Brooklyn kids only a year ago. 
Jack Munce (Gary Sinise, "Forrest A reasonable person would think 
Gump"), a psychiatrist. that people don't usually forget 
Strange things begin to happen .... those kinds of things, except maybe 
Some of her son's possessions be- in a movie called "The Forgotten." 
gin to disappear, pictures vanish, ··· - In two similar scenes, Ash and 
home videos are blanked and en- Telly .rent a hotel room, giving the 
tire photo albums removed. This· , viewer a feeling of deja vu and story . 
just about sends Telly off the deep · stagnancy.• No one comes to the res-
end. cue for the poor plot. 
~: ,. : ·-' .... ,.... :" 
At first, Telly suspects hubby, 
Jim (Anthony Edwards, "Top. 
Gun") of displacing the objects. 
After· a violent outburst, Jim tells 
'her that Sam was simply a figment 
of her imagination, made up after 
she: miscarried 9 years ago. Telly's 
not buying, and she takes offlook~ 
ing for someone who believes her. 
She finds Ash Correll (Dominic 
West, "Chicago"), an ex-Rangers· 
hockey player, who lost' a daugh-
ter in the same.aceident. 
He's not. much help though 
since he has also lost memory of 
the entire event, opting to drink his 
days away. In an attempt to con-
vince him, Telly commits minor 
acts of vandalism by tearing down 
his wallpaper. 
It's only after Ash calls the cops 
that he believes her. By then, the 
feds are on the case, and Ash i.s 
forced to attack them hockey-
play~r style - complete with a shirt 
pullover to punch maneuver.:.. in 
order to spring Telly. · 
That's when it happens: a 
spaceship appears in the. clouds. 
This prompted me to turn to fel-
· , :• · Moore; Correll, and Director Jo-
seph Ruben.("Money Train") form 
a trifecta of terribleness. Moore and 
Correll seem lifeless, evoking no 
sympathy from the viewers about 
··their lost children. 
. Even Telly's daily, hour-long fon-
dling. of Sam's old stuff seems ri-
diculous and stupid, appearing as 
nothing more than a chance for 
Moore to cry on camera. 
Ruben, meanwhile, is busy plac-
ing the camera in absurd locations -
behind staircase railings, garden 
walls and flora - exhausting the pro-
cess and creating a faux sense of sur-
veillance. It's pretty safe to assume 
that the aliens are not watching from 
behind that fern. 
·. . Ruben treats the audience as if 
they were idiots, constantly flashing 
back to the scene of Sam boarding 
the plane for his extraterrestrial ren-
dezvous. Seeing Sam's botched 
double half-wink back to his mother 
at the airportis m~ddening after six 
times. 
·It's a shame to see such good ac-
tors wasted. on a big-budget bust . 
thriller. Moore arid Sinise, espe- · 
cially, .have high expectations and 
they don't deliver. Bui it's not all 
their fault. Geral~ Di Pego, screen-
writer of television hits "The Trial 
of the '.Incredible Hulk" and "Phe-
nomenon 2" and the upcoming 
movie "Halloween 9," proves that no 
one's perfect! 
"The Forgotten" attempts and 
fails to combine two genres: psycho-
logical thriller and science fiction. 
Nevertheless, 'there will be a few 
moments where you can't help.but 
say "whoa." 
Unfortunately, those moments 
are few and far between, making this 
movie hardly thrilling, mostly pre-
dictable, and completely forgettable. 
. . . 
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Loo~ing for a betta. Pizza~ .. head to.Betta's 
:: . - .. ·· ·:· . ; .' '· . : :~., .· -· : . ·: .. .: .- . : . '. ·;·~-- ~ . ,. . ·, . . 
. . CONTRIBUTING WRITER HEIDI SLUSS CROSSES MONTGOMERY FOR SOME SERIOUS ITALIAN CUISINE 
This article is part bf a month-long~ .. · · 
series covering Cincinnati's available · .. 
entertainment .. Music stores: music . 
venues, movie theatres an<! /Ocally.~ . 
run restaurants are offered for whai7. 
evef personar tastes one may luive .•. 
. this week, we arefe~turirzg the neigh-
b~rho~d eatery, Betta's/talianO\,en . . · 
BY HEIDI SLUSS ; .. 
Contributing Writer · 
· For authentic, delicious Italian_:. 
.food; Xavier.Stucfonts havetqlook no , 
further -than ' right a:roupd the, 
. corner.~ .at Betta's Itaii'an Oven .. 
. ·· Convenieritiy l~cated on the car~ · 
~er ofCleaney Avenue and Montgom-
_ery Road~ just a ~hart w~lkfrom cam~ 
pus, Betta's Italian Oven ~as proudly· .. · 
opened its doors, serving some of the' 
best" pizza pies, sand\.5i_ches, pasta 
dishes,salacis, and desserts.intown. · 
. . · • . PHOTO COURTESY OF LISA DEGENHART 
Well, Betta's (Cleneay & Montgomery) may look plain, but you can't say the same about the food. 
· . The awrier, Will DeLuca, is a na- Sorrento's, anotherltalian restau- .. · vorite being the PiZza ·Margherita 
tive of Norwood aridbelie".es that "it's ··ran fin Norwbod. (fresh tomatoes, extra virgin ·olive 
only a matter oftime before people Betta's pizzas are original a~d · oii, minced garlic, and fresh basil, 
begin to realize what a gem this area · ·special because unlike Papa topped with fresh mozzarella); 
of Norwood really is, especially·be- .. John's orLaRosa's, they are.made. ·Along with pizza there are also 
cause ofXa}iiei and its students.": . in. a wood-burning oven, using greatpasta entrees and eighteen dif-
. .. :He hopes tilarneua·s· will compli- · homemade dough. and sauce:...,.,: ferent sandwiches to choose from-
. · ment what Xavier has afready brought . special recipes' that have been hi . e~erything from an Italian sausage 
to Norwood. . .·the DeLuca:·family for many :sub to a great steak hoagie. 
·Restaurant business is in DeLuca's . years. My favorite appetizer is the 
blood - his .mother owns another You can build your own pizza . homemade bruschetta, four piec¢s .· 
· Betta'.s in Mount Lookout Square and .or order one· oftheir several dif- of toasted Italian bread topped with 
· DeLuca's Aunt _and Uncle. own ferent specialty pizzas~my fa- fresh. chunks of mozzarella, fresh 
·.· .. 
· basil; and tomatoes with garlic and 
olive oil. Iil the deli case, you will 
also find about eight different sal~ 
ads and· side dishes you can pur-
chase by the pound. 
Some of my favorite sides. in-
.· elude fresh marinated artichoke 
hearts, summer salad (fresh toma-
toes,. green peppers,. red onions, 
celery, cucumbers); and an olive. 
salad . 
. · Last, but.certainly not least, are 
th_e 'delectable desserts. Betta, 
DeLuca's mother, the woman 
whom the restaurant is named af-
. ter, makes· homemade tiramisu and 
the most· amazing amaretto cr~am 
cake. 
When: owner Will DeLuca isn't 
making his signature pies, he is a 
councilman for Norwood and also 
a chairman on the community de-
veIOpmentand small business com-· 
mittee of Norwood. By opening 
Betta's, :OeLucahopes to, "improve 
and clean up an area of Norwood 
that has been neglected and forgot-
ten about." · 
·Will is a first generation Italian, 
his farJ?.ilY is from a, small village, 
nestled on a mountain top called · 
Pietramalara, about an hour outside 
ofNaples; .. 
The city is known for its grape · 
vineyards and wine production, 
hence Betta's logo, a city sur-
rounded by grapes, seen. through-
out the restaurant. 
The restaurant has a casual and 
fun atmosphere- the walls are a 
warm honey .and caramel color and 
are decorated with Cirizano ~rt­
work, Louis Armstrong posters, arid 
. other. artwork DeLuca and his fam-
ily. have acquired on their many 
trips to Italy. Betta's Italian Oven 
is sure to be a hit with Xavier stu-
dents! Bon,Appetito! 
Midpointfestival: hear the rock, don't smoke it 
··1 ••• •··••• ..... ,· .... ,·: .. · ,: CONTRIBUTING .. WRITERTIM FAIR EXPLORES CINCINNATI'S THRIDANNUAL MIDPOINT MUSIC FESTIVAL 
. . . I . . 
· This article is part of a mont!J-long '. ferocity that.I. would have no · tival in Cincinnati. The in-
seriescovering Cincinnati's available . . ·._choice but to ·becomea believer. augural year. for MPMF 
· entertainment. Music stores, n;µsic · Jhe sad tnith of the matteris ·.·. was 200;2, and in the_se .· 
. venues, movie theatres. d.nd locally- that Cincfonati~s sports· appeal is past few years it. has .deft-' 
.runrestaurarifs are offer~dfof what~ .• practically nonexistent; while the nitelf evolved beyond its . 
: ever per.sonal tastes· one may iiave;: culture seeins to exist only dur> original 'vision. 
This week, we arefeaturing :a review •. irig. those short.summer months . Originally hosting ap-
ojCinclnna.ti 's ·~i~poi~t FesiivaL in theJorm-of"Taste Of ... " festi- proximately 150 ·acts in· 
. . .. . ·· · ·· ·· · ·· ~als ~nd Oktoberfest. · 2002, the .n.umbers have· .. ,· BY TIM FAIR . . .. ·•· · ·The question begs fo be asked:. . grownwell past250 bands · 
. · .· .• Con!r,ibutinf'f'!riter . is thei~ ;·anything in .Cincinnati in. 2004, with plans to out 
· As:an.otitsid~f·~hl.oecrim·~ a .· ihat·could brillg people out of dothatnumbernextyear. 
· Cincinriatian}?ydefault,ithasbecoirie .theif hoines and foto.the down- Not-only that, but over 
secohd na~u.re:to .. question: the: appear :town aiea?· 25,000 people a·ttended . 
. that thi~ .city in~y haye to .others. from. . ' ..••. ·. ~e-local, ~filly news may lead . the events this year. . 
outside t4~·Qu~en City. ". · · .... · .. · . : to a contrary. understanding of . · -Loosely-fashioned af~ . 
Tpi¢·:cj~iZens ofthis city would• · this-question; bud say that Cin- .. ter the .world-renown 
immediately )hrow; phrases,· such as ; . dnnafrcan pull ·it off"' South-By~Southwe'st Fes-
"Tlle Big Red Macl:J.inet"Who Dey,'~ , . ·: Last-Thursday through Satur~ . ti val· in Austin, TX, the 
and .''gqet~a balls'_': at: me with, such ·: day was· the Midpoi~tMusic.Fes~ MPMF utilizes 17 venues 
···in the downtown area. to 
. . . ' ' .· . . . . . . PHOTO.COURTESv:oFWWW.MPMF.COM 
· Abiyah, .a Cincinnati Entertainment" Awards finalist~. hip-hops· 
. away at the Rythem & Blues Caf.e last Friday. . · .. ·. . .. . . 
. showcase a va8foumberof . 
genres. 
Each stage haci a dis-· . 
ti net sound and feel -to 
th.em. 
· For example, Crush . . , .. . . . . . . . PHoro COURTESY OF www.MPMF.COM 
(825. Main St.)· is a chic· Bluekarrna; a rock quartet from~Oayton, OH, performs at Jefferson Hall 
downtown club speC:ializ- .last Saturday;• · · · · 
. · ing in free~form,jam7l:iand · · 
·_ style groups while Lava (835 Main sharing the "Top-Five List of Rea- For a span ·of .three days, 
St.) is another.chic cltib, but the sons to Stay in Ci.ncinnati." In a city . Cincinnati's downtown seemed ex-
. genres shown.here were.more elec- synonymous-with-at best~riiedioc- . tremely full oflife and atmosphere. 
troriic ~ndgroove-orierited. . rity,· the MPMF offers som~thing· Compare this to the usual air of 
If one were lookfog for some- . thatlnany ot~er great cities can't. violence and corruption that is 
thing a bit more aggressive, there compare. thrown at us froni our televisions 
. ·.waS the stage at Jekyll & Hyde's· · With annual.concertravaganzas· and radios,_and a totally different 
(1140 MainSt.). The multi-venue gaining ground (Vans Warped Tour, city existed within the boundaries 
, .. schedule inay seem a.bit confusing, ·.. Coachella Music Festival, etc.) of the "Home of the Bengals" for 
but it was totally needed i~ order to across the US,· events.like South- three nights. Cincinnatians should 
·.easily •.distinguish different genres By-Southwest ~d Midpoint Music · take note of the positive, forward-
~nd. incorporate ~Un:uldtude of Festival are more than just "few and . thinking events around the city, 
band,s from differe11t cities. far~between." They are· singular to such as the Midpoint Music Festi-
It's.a total surpris,e to me when I the· cities in which they exist and val, in order to be known as some-
never hear anyone mentim1ing the give t~ose cities ·a very certain ·thing other than a dull ·and unsafe 
Midpoint Music Festival when · amount of bragging rights. city. 
• ··1' 
" 
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This is Ryan Williamson here, There will be a lecture and dis~ 
pringing, you .the news passive~ cussion concerning the changesin 
aggressively, as always. the Catholic liturgy after Vatican 
Ladies and gentlemen, I hate II.· ·of course, the biggest change. 
Wednesday. Seriously, itjust sits _1.1 •. l~lll ~I4'1.~.!w_ _inthose40 years.is that~ltar boys in the middle of every week, put- __ ~ ~ ~~ J ~U..!11! are now told ,to wear "hot pants." 
ting a damper on everything. It is Today iS also th~ anniver_sary 
·not close to Friday, nor can you September 30 · · October 2 · of the reunification of Germany. I 
complain about having "a case of . The Xavier. Players production . Hey everybody, today is Interna- for orie credit David Hasselhofffor 
the Mondays." You cou.ldtell of "Between You and Me" begins tiom\lFrugalFunDay! Goonawild ··this-monumental feat. The trag-
yourself that it is almost "Tequila tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Gallagher shopping spree at the Everything :is . edy; however, is that' Berlin i'e-
Thursday," but that just IIiakes you Center theater and continues a Dollar Storf?! Eat out at White mains split I guess they've sim-
sound like an alcoholic. · · through Sunday. Just between you · Castle! Or, in the true spirit of fru-. ply tired ofta,kirig my breath away. 
MONDAY. 
· Odober 4 
One of Calendar City's adoring and me, I. hear that the Xavier Play- gality; fight a war on two fronts with 
fans requested that I make more ers are anything but. Nevertheless, Buy! Sell! Why am I yelling!' · ari armed forces running low on bul-
jokes about the International Cof- check out this production;· it prom- I. want ~y momr.ny! lets· and armbr ciespfre a ni~ssively 
fee Hour. Frankly,Idonotseewhat ises to be a hoot and a half .. It fol- bloated defense budget! Ya:y! And 
is so funny about this time-hon- lows the life and tirites of Stealers · And. for all you juniors who say, don't forget' to cut _basic· domestic · · OK, I; really was. riot going t9 . 
ored tradition. It is a· chance to Wheel, and the soundtrack consists "Well I have enough credits to be a ·social services while you're at it! mock theKentUcky Business Lead-
build metaphorical bridges with entirely of "Stuck in the Middle. senior," this .BBQ is not for U, so Yay for frugality! . ership Meeting today at the A.if-
students from around the world. With You." back off. In fact, if I see you there [The editors apologize for the port Holiday Inn at 8 a.ni .. How~ 
Plus, International Coffee Hour is . On a more blasphemous note, the eating my hot dogs, I retain the right above politically-<;harged remarks. ever, apparently those invited. to -
held in the Faces of the World Catholic Church celebrates the to ask to see your transcript and The offending portions of Ryan this gatherjng are "professioanls." · 
Lounge on the tenth floor of FeastofSt.Jerometoday. AsJerome verify your eligibility: Williamson's brain have been s':lr- [sic] Ohman; nobodyfromOhio' 
Schott, which features a magnifi- is the patron saint of students. and Fi:iday is also Scare a Friend Day~ · gically removed.] , would make a typo! Haha! [Points 
cent view of campus and the sur- translators, expect to see all HABs I suppose that these <lays that just Today is the anniversary of the · a~d la~kh~ at the state of Ken.: 
rounding neighborhoods. I hear on campus wandering around in means telling your frie!}d to walk Peanuts.comic strip, Jthinkallofus . tuck}r] Ymimade a typo,_ Ken-
that on a clear day you can see the burlap sacks and flagellating them- in_ the 900 block of Dana Avenue. I · can relate ii;i some way to the poor . tucky! .· . . . 
Bengals losing from up there. sel_ves. What? I said flagellating. remember back when the scariest luck of Charlie Brown, that lovable 
[Cough] Is this thing on? [Taps partofDanaAvenuewasthesmell. protagonist. And who can forget 
microphone] See, I told you Cof- And speaking of sc~y, today is · Woods~ock and Snoopy in their 
fee Hour, at 3:30 p.m. today, wasn't Mark "Paul Bunyan" McGwire's cute Red Baron costumes? And ev-
funny. October 1 birthday. For those of you who do · erybo.dy wonders why. Charlie· 
At 7 .p.m. tonight jn the Heyseniors,'therewillbeacook-. notremeinber,-Mr.McGwire,with Browncfidn'ttryaneasiersportin-
Gallagher Center theater a group out just for· us on the Greens pace the aid of his magical andro juice,·· stead of football. But the deeper 
of workers from Bangladesh will from 3 p.ni. until 6 p.m. Consider- defeated the invading Martian army philosophical question is this:- why 
speak about the conditions they ... if!g it starts at 3 p.m., I think they ·. by simply remembering to "swing was it called "Peanuts"? 
experienced in order to provide confused fourth-year students with away." After slaying Qver 70 of the · [The complete lack of any politi-
ungrateful Americans with things the kind of seniors that go out.to . creatures,-his biceps burst and he . cal commentary in the above para-
like Lisa Frank Trapper-Keepers. eat for. the "early bird specials;"· · .. melted into. the earth. True story. graph is indicative of the loboto~y] · 
TlJESDAY· 
Octobers··· 
I would ·s.ay to. celebrate Patrick 
.Roy and Mario Lemieux's_birth-
days today,_ but I hear they are 
hockey players, so·never mind~ 
This is Ryan Williamson sign-
ing off. Tune in next week to hear 
Di:. Josh's· take on love, life, and 
·spicy sausages. 
For. classifieds info,.call Ann at 745~3561 or e-mail her at newswire-classifieds@xavier.edu 
, 
Help Wanted 
· Cincinnati Youth Collaborative 
is recruiting college stµdents for 
the Cincinnati;s Opportunity arid · 
College ·Help (C.O.A.C~H.) pro-
. gram. C.O~A.C.H. assists high 
school juniors and seniors in de- · 
veloping -and pursuing· long-term 
educational and career goals. Join . 
our team if you e!ljoy working 
with teens and can commit 3-4 
hours a 'week for the school year. 
Orientation, training, and a nomi-
nal stipend are provided. You must 
complete an applic.atiori and pro-
vide a minimum or'two references.· 
Call Yolanda Hart at 621-2310. 
Educate for the Earth through a 
state-wide· environmental cam-
paign. Seeking those .cori'imitted 
to safeguarding Ohio's natural re-
sources. $875+/week. -Ff/PT, M-
F, 2-10 p.m. Internships; great for 
students. Fun, progressive work 
environment. Call 221-21.15 to in-
terview. 
Piano players wanted to teach 
children-in their homes. Teaching, 
experience not necessary, but must 
Ele~tion Ti~e! Working · 
America, a national grassroots 
leader, is hirmg in the Cincinnati · 
area. Make a difference this · 
el~ctionby building awareness in 
voters. Work in a large team to 
protect working families from. , 
losing overtime pay .. Help make · 
history. $9 .25/hr. Call Today, Start 
Tomorrow! 681~5438 
: · .GET PAID A GUARANTEED. 
$2,5.00 EVERY MONTH:TO 
·START! International company. · 
now hiring peopie. between the . 
ages of 18 to 25 to work part-time! 
··visit.www.coyfs.com/support.html · 
for complete details. 
. Child care needed i_n Hyde Park 
the second and fourth Monday of 
every month, 9:30 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m. 
Pay is $1 O/hour. Call Helent;: at 
321-1291. 
Baoysitter wanted for a professor's 
baby in Madeira, eight miles from 
campus. Afternoons 1-6 p.m., 2-5.· 
days per week.Flexible. E-mail 
amatsonhyland@yahoo.com if in-
terested. 
have 5+ years of formal lessons. Part:·time/occasional child 
. Positions are year round arid a mini- . care needed for fun, five-yeaNlld 
mum of one year commitment is child in-Amberley Village. 
required. Must have reliable trans- Flexible hours to work around 
portation. Pay is $19/hour plus your school schedule;·both day 
bonuses. Call Jeff at 459-3069. . and evening hours available: · 
Call Beth at 351c9949. 
. Child care needed fc)r two bois, 
ages two and· four, inMt.'Lookout, 
Wednesclays arid Fridays, 11 :30 
a.m. ·~ 3:30 p.m .. $8/hour. Call 
Helene at 321-1291. · 
. Want to earn extra money by 
. taking surveys? It's free to join. 
Make $3~$20 per survey: Just go 
to http://www.zses~com. 
For.Rent 
Totally redone 2 bedroom apart-
ment.· Available Nov. 1. Hardwood·· 
. floors, dishwasher, central air, park-
ing; laundry, large living room and 
.. dining room. Located in one of the 
. nicest areas of Norwood,' very close . 
to Xavier .. Rent is $625. Call Marc . 
at 281-2863. 
Norwood- Renovated efficien-
cies, one ·arid. two bedrooms, new 
kitchens and tile baths, instant hot 
-water, built-in dressers, refinished 
hardwood floors, laundry, storage -
$300, $350, $475 +utilities. Call 
Ben at 861-4111 if interested. 
Norwood- 5 minutes from cam-
pus,. 3BR, 1.BA; .total remboeled · 
Victorian home, hdwd firs, Cl A, lg · 
yard .. Discount rent program avail~ 
· · able $925/MQ. Call 841-0049 for 
a·viewing. 
.CincinnatiApartinentsAvail- · 
able~ Search hundreds of indepen-
. dent landlord listings iii . · 
the Xavier area fromjust one 
website! Go to 
www.apartmentfrog.coni 
3919 RegeritAvemie. 3-4 bed-
room. AC. Internet Ready. $1,000/ 
month. Close to campus: 
Off-street parking/fr~ laundry. Call 
Alex at.256-0253. 
.Travel 
Spring Break Bahamas 
. Celebrity Party Cruise! 5 Days, 
$299! Includes· Meals, Parties! 
Cancun; Acapulco, Nassau; 
Jamaica From $459 ! Panama 
City and Daytona, $159! · 
www.SpringBreakTravel.com, 1-
800~67S-6386. . . 
-Sprlng Bre;ik 2005-Travel with · 
1 to 6.bedroomapts: ,Off Street · STS, America's #1 Student Tour 
parking,, walking distal!.ce ~o Operator to Ja'.ni'aica, Cancun; 
Xavier, iaundry-facilities, water in-, . Acapulco, Babl!IJ.1as and Florida. 
chicled.' }\~ Jow as $240 per stu~ . Now hiflng on-campus reps.' Call 
dent., For inf9rination, call Harold for group discounts.· Infotmatfon/ 
at532-515i'. . · · · · Reservations, 1~800~648-4849 br 
F·or Sale 
· _ ·· ww~.ststraveLcom . . : 
,· <. #1: Spring Bre~k V'acatic:His! .. 
_ 2001 Mitsubishi Eclipse Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Baha-
SPYDER, greatcondition,5spd,new .mas, Florida.·· Campus. Reps 
tires/ brakes, .power all, spoiler,' Wanted! Free Meals and Parties! 
fofiniti stereo, 73Kmiles,.$12,750 · 1 ~· 8 o 6 - 2 3 4 - 7 ·o o 7 .. 
o.b.o. co.01 ·car, need to: sell for· tu:·. endlesssum'mertours;com •·. 
ition. Call Emily ~t ~7;4~3712. 
'·.'. 
·For. inf<lrmati(}n on -dis-
·play a<ls,,call •. 1£IiZab~tb 
Arnett,·at 745-3561.-
